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Premier OS Greetings for those who read us, this time I bring you an article about the Android emulator that allows us to run it from our old (or new) computer or this desktop to a laptop. This may not seem like the best solution since you have Android on your smartphone, but having a mobile system on your desktop has its advantages. Use it on the big
screen, for example; with the benefits it gives to use the games. This emulator is the best way to enjoy Android from your computer. Android has long been running on devices equipped with x86 chips, especially Intel, but it hasn't been very easy for those to install. This is what the Android x86 project is trying to do, and a new project called PrimeOS builds on
top of this philosophy to provide a better desktop experience for PCs, especially with a little older hardware. PrimeOS is an adaptation of Android 7 Nougag with a desktop interface that makes it easy to use with a keyboard and mouse. It offers a set of tools suitable to get most of it out without installing anything. It comes pretty cleanly as standard, has a
Google Play Store and of course gives you access to download Android apps and games. Android x86 already provides a version of the operating system that you can record on USB and install on any old x86/x64 PC, as long as you know how to do it. However, this version of PrimeOS stays as close to AOSP as possible, so it doesn't make much changes
to the user experience to make it more desktop-friendly. This emulator takes things a little further and stays close to the purely Android experience. To be specific, just add features that you think are necessary to provide a true desktop experience. Things like the start menu and taskbar and multiple windows with buttons to minimize, maximize and close. It
even supports the most popular shortcuts such as Alt and Tab, Alt and F4, Win and D, etc. PrimeOS also includes some features for Android games in desktop mode, including key displays, there are even predefined maps for popular Android games like PUBG. Of course, performance can vary depending on your computer's hardware. PrimeOS Desktop
PrimeOS Game Featured features a desktop experience - A few features to give desktop experience like menu start, taskbar, etc. -Multi-window support with maximum, minimize, close, zoom, etc. - Option Multiple windows for any app if necessary. - Common shortcuts such as alt and tab, alt and f4, win, etc. - Close to the AOSP experience only with the
necessary desktop features. -- A taskbar that can pin apps, display notifications, and system icons. Android Games is a key Decapro mapping tool for keyboard and mouse (Press F12) - Pre-map some popular games like PUBG, Subway surfing, etc. - GPU tools are available for fake GPU information for any game. Others - Open clearances are included,
you don't need to install them manually. - OTA support is available, but only if you install it on the EXT4 RW section. - The feedback app is available for you to share your thoughts. - Updating the kernel to Google LTS linux 4.9.x. Installing PrimeOS on Windows or running it with Live-CD (drive image installer) Is constantly updated, which is a sign that its
worth checking. The software is free and has several versions depending on what your computer is like: classic, standard or basic. If your equipment is less than five years old, the main version is yours; if it's before 2011 you should aim for the classics. If you're between two dates, your PrimeOS version is standard. If you decide to install the system on
Windows, PrimeOS has an installer as well as an image on the drive, depending on where and how you are going to download it. Installing with Live CD If the installer you use is .exe (Windows is running) allows you to create a section on the hard drive where you can install PrimeOS, but if you use it. ISO (disk image) you can create a bootable CD or USB
stick with some program such as creating bootable drives like Rufus. Using the .exe image or ISO, the installer lets you create a dual-system download mode, meaning you can choose when you turn on your computer if you start with PrimeOS or Windows. You can also enter Live-CD mode, which allows you to test the system without installing it on your PC.
Requirements to choose the best version for your computer Set the right option for your hardware according to these criteria: PrimeOS Mainline 64 bits (for new 2014 systems) - Use this option only if you have a processor, which was manufactured on or after 2014, for example - Intel Core i Series 5th Generation or Higher or Intel Celeron N4000 or AMD A8
7410, etc. Also make sure your processor has support for the SSE 4.2 instruction, just Google your CPU model and you'll find all this information easily. This PrimeOS option will work well for Intel and AMD, however, if you use a desktop computer and NVIDIA GPU, you shouldn't use this option as it will cause an accident, but if you have a laptop, your Intel
processor will work well instead of NVIDIA. In case you have any graphic glitches in this option, you should switch to PrimeOS Standard.   This version of PrimeOS will use the 4.19 kernel and table 18.1.0, once you install this version of PrimeOS, you will always get the OTA of this option only, in case you want to switch to another option (for older systems),
you have to reinstall PrimeOS.     PrimeOS Standard 64 bit (for new systems 2011) - Use this option only if you have a processor that was manufactured on or after 2011, such as Intel Core i Series 2nd Generation or Above, Intel Celeron N3350 or AMD A8 5550M, etc. Also make sure your processor has support instructions SSE 4.2, just Google your model
processor and you can find all this information easily. This primeos option will work well for older Intel, AMD and NVIDIA GPUs. This version of primeos will use the 4.14 kernel and table 17.1.10, once you install this version of primeOS, you will always receive an OTA update of this option only, in case you unsert switch to another option (for older systems),
you have to reinstall PrimeOS.     PrimeOS Classic 32 bit (for older systems) - Use this option if you have a processor that was manufactured before 2011, such as the Intel Core i Series of the first generation or below, the Dual Core Intel Pentium, Intel Pentium G620 or AMD Phenom II X6 1100T, etc. Just type in the CPU model to Google and you can easily
find this information. This option will work well for all older Intel, AMD and NVIDIA processors. This version will also work on 32-bit systems. In case you can't start this option, you should try using the primeOS or Mainline standard. This version of primeos will use the 4.14 kernel and table 17.1.10, once you install this version of PrimeOS, you will always
receive an OTA update of this option only, in case you want to switch to another option (for older systems), you have to reinstall PrimeOS. Full Android for all your desktop needs It may not be the most convenient to replace Windows or MacOS, but it is a good addition with which you can access the apps and games that you also use on your phone. And it's
great for testing: it's one of the best ways to access the full potential of Android from your computer. And no complications. The desktop-adapted mobile system is designed for testing and, in particular, to provide access to Convenient for smartphone games. To do this, PrimeOS has a specialized section, The Gaming Center. You can find games that are
suitable for PrimeOS in it; You'll have access through the Google Play Store. PrimeOS Play Store You can use your Google account to download apps and games directly to your computer. The included version of Android is not too modern, 7 Nouga, but it's enough to run most apps and games. In addition, PrimeOS focuses on security and privacy, which is
two key aspects for many users. And it comes tentatively from the factory, just to include admin access in system options. You can download PrimeOS through your website. Choose the type of installation based on the age of your computer and whether you need a windows performance or prefer a drive image to virtualize or download from pendrive.
PrimeOS Start Menu, Play Store and Chrome Browser Download Site: Dual System Download Installation Guide (Windows-Android) PrimeOS Dual Boot Installation:Download Fonts: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) primeos standard 0.4.5 download. primeos standard 0.4.5.iso download. primeos_standard_0.4.5_installer.exe download
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